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Introduction

Contemporary Second Amendment jurisprudence looks to history for guidance on evaluating the constitutionality of gun regulation. Although much has been written about District of Columbia v. Heller's focus on history, relatively little scholarly attention has focused on the way the decision's analysis aligns with the historical conception of rights in place in the founding era. The language of rights is pervasive in modern American law and is familiar to judges, lawyers, and scholars. Yet modern judges and scholars, working in an originalist modality, seldom acknowledge the distinctive nature of founding era rights theory — including the way the concept of police was not primarily understood in terms of the modern conception of the police power, but rather was typically articulated as a right of the people to regulate their internal police. A proper understanding of how the founding era concept of police informed legal thinking about the right to keep and bear arms is therefore essential to the future of Second Amendment jurisprudence.

Rather than fully flesh out the original meaning of the right to keep and bear arms and connect it to the structure of founding era rights theory, Heller plucks isolated phrases from founding era texts and interprets them in much the same way a modern tourist uses a phrase book or translator application. This piecemeal process of translation inevitably distorts the texts it seeks to illuminate. Compounding this problem, Heller weaves back and forth between past and present, producing a palimpsest of American constitutional history. In this ahistorical account, founding era militias and Nazis in Skokie, Illinois, march to the same constitutional drumbeat in Justice Antonin Scalia’s static vision of an unchanging idea of liberty. This approach to constitutional texts is hard to reconcile with any coherent theory of originalism. It is not simply ahistorical; it is anti-historical to its core.

Heller’s ahistorical treatment of founding era conceptions of rights emerges most clearly in Justice Scalia’s diatribe on constitutional balancing. In his critique of this concept, Justice Scalia imputes to the founding generation a view of rights of fairly recent vintage: an approach to rights most closely associated with Justice Hugo Black’s critique of Justice Felix Frankfurter’s conception of the First Amendment. Justice Black famously argued that the Bill of Rights’ purpose “was to put the freedoms protected there completely out of the area of any congressional control that may be attempted through the exercise of precisely those powers that are now being used to ‘balance’ the Bill of Rights out of existence.” In Heller, Justice Scalia channeled Black’s jurisprudence, vehemently rejecting the application of modern-style “free standing interest balancing” to Second Amendment questions. Echoing Black, Scalia opined:

The very enumeration of the right takes out of the hands of government — even the Third Branch of Government — the power to decide on a case-by-case basis whether the right is really worth insisting upon. A constitutional guarantee subject to future judges’ assessments of its usefulness is no constitutional guarantee at all.

At one level, Scalia and Black both were undoubtedly correct that the founding era did not use our modern legal metaphor of balancing. But both were wrong about the founding era’s conception of rights. Interpreting 18th-century rights talk means jettisoning many of the ideas and concepts that are familiar to modern lawyers and judges, including the idea that founding era constitutions were designed to take “enumerated rights out of the hands of government.” Not only was this not how the founding generation viewed the function of written bills of rights, but it also compounds this error by applying an equally ahistorical conception of the scope and function of judicial review as an aggressive rights-protecting mechanism. The founding generation would have been shocked that modern judges would think that the Second Amendment was understood to empower
unelected federal judges to act as “Platonic guardians” of the people’s rights, including the right to keep and bear arms. Thus Heller is a perfect trifacta of anachronism: it approaches the Second Amendment, founding era rights theory, and judicial review from a distinctly un-originalist and thoroughly modern set of assumptions. In this regard, Heller’s many anachronisms mirror the costumes worn by some of the infamous protestors who attacked Congress in the U.S. Capitol riot of January 6, 2021. In one remarkable image from the riot, a protestor dressed as George Washington sporting a tricorn hat looks down at his cell phone while a police officer dressed in modern riot gear gazes at the scene stoically. Heller’s mishmash of the past and present — its blatant disregard for historical chronology — is a bit like the image of George Washington looking at a cell phone; it is premised on constitutional fantasy that has little connection to historical reality.

Before analyzing the founding era’s approach to rights, it is important to clearly articulate how modern American law frames issues of rights. There is a vast, erudite, and complex scholarly literature on the nature of legal rights in contemporary Anglo-American law. An influential definition of modern rights theory advanced by legal philosopher Joseph Raz frames the issue clearly: “An individual has a right if an interest of his is sufficient to hold another to be subject to a duty. His right is a legal right if it is recognized by law, that is if the law holds his interest to be sufficient ground to hold another to be subject to a duty.”

Another popular framing of contemporary rights derives from the work of philosopher Ronald Dworkin. According to Dworkin, rights are trumps: strong barriers to government interference. Both of these conceptions of rights are useful in understanding modern Supreme Court jurisprudence. In a thought-provoking essay in the Harvard Law Review, constitutional scholar Jamal Greene argues that modern American constitutional law, particularly Supreme Court jurisprudence, has absorbed a good deal of Dworkin’s conception of rights as trumps. Thus, “rights are absolute but for the exceptional circumstances in which they may be limited. Constitutional adjudication within this frame is primarily an interpretive exercise fixed on identifying the substance and reach of any constitutional rights at issue.”

Joseph Blocher’s exploration of this theme, in a short but incisive response to Greene’s Harvard Law Review foreword, identifies the best exponent of this expansive vision of constitutional rights as Justice Black’s absolutist view of the First Amendment. Black’s view combines two modern ideas: a libertarian conception of rights and a robust understanding of judicial review. Yet even the most ardent champions of judicial review in the founding era believed that it was an “awesome” power, one that required the utmost judicial humility in its exercise. Failing to adhere to this type of restraint undermined republican ideals and popular faith in government and elevated the judiciary above the legislature. The modern idea of judicial supremacy — an idea that Black, Scalia, and most federal judges take for granted — did not emerge fully formed at the founding but took a long and circuitous path to becoming an accepted feature in American law. As historian Gordon Wood observes:

Thus for many Americans in the 1790s judicial review of some sort did exist. But it remained an extraordinary and solemn political action, akin perhaps to the interposition of the states that Jefferson and Madison suggested in the Kentucky and Virginia Resolutions of 1798 — something to be invoked only on the rare occasions of flagrant and unequivocal violations of the Constitution. It was not to be exercised in doubtful cases of unconstitutionality and was not yet accepted as an aspect of ordinary judicial activity.

The same reticence about judicial review was true of James Madison’s constitutional thought. Historian Jack Rakove’s comment about Madison’s approach to judicial review underscores Wood’s point. Madison, Rakove
notes, “did not expect the adoption of amendments to free judges to act vigorously in defense of rights.”

Thus, Scalia’s attack on balancing was not rooted in founding era constitutionalism at all; rather, it is a prime example of the type of temporal oddity identified by legal scholar Reva Siegel. Justice Black, not Madison, offered the foundation for Heller’s anti-balancing screed, an attack that Scalia erroneously imputed to the founding generation. Such a view has little to do with the Constitution’s original meaning and is in fact a product of recent American legal history.

Founding era rights talk was an eclectic mix of social contract theory (including Lockean notions), common law, and Whig republicanism. As historian Jonathan Gienapp notes, modern originalist studies of the founding era have worked backwards from contemporary conceptions of rights, where “scholars have thus often begun their analyses with the wrong conception of rights in mind, by assuming that they are ‘the inverse of powers.’” Summarizing a generation of scholarship on founding era constitutionalism, Gienapp writes that “early state constitutions vested local legislatures with sweeping authority, not because Revolutionary Americans were indifferent to individual liberty but because they assumed that empowering the people’s representatives was the same thing as preserving the people’s rights.” America’s true first freedom — the foundation of all other liberties — was neither the right to bear arms nor the core First Amendment freedoms of speech and the press but the right of the people to enact laws to regulate their own internal police.

Regulation was not antithetical to liberty; it was the necessary precondition for its exercise and survival. In an oration commemorating American independence delivered almost a decade after the adoption of the Constitution, a patriotic orator reminded his audience that “True liberty consists, not in having no government, not in a destitution of all law, but in our having an equal voice in the formation and execution of the laws, according as they effect our persons and property.” Liberty, in this model, was not synonymous with the absence of restraint, a libertarian notion at odds with much founding era constitutional and legal thought. Liberty was the freedom to participate in politics and enact laws aimed at promoting the health, safety, and well-being of the people.

In modern law, liberty and power are typically cast as antithetical. Accordingly, rights in contemporary law function as trumps, erecting strong barriers against government interference. Founding era lawyers and jurists approached rights with a different conceptual tool kit and set of assumptions. Legal scholar Jud Campbell has recently noted that founding era ideas about rights, including those natural rights retained after the creation of a polity, were not taken off the table, as Scalia’s view erroneously claims. “The point of retaining natural rights . . . was not to make certain aspects of natural liberty immune from governmental regulation. Rather, retained natural rights were aspects of natural liberty that could be restricted only with just cause and only with consent of the body politic.” Rather than limit rights, regulation was the essential means of preserving rights.

Unrestrained liberty was a threat, not a guardian of rights. This dangerous form of liberty was licentiousness, a word that has virtually disappeared from modern rights discourse. Thomas Tudor Tucker, a prominent South Carolina political leader who sat in the first Congress that drafted the first 10 amendments to the Constitution, including the Second Amendment, echoed this viewpoint. “Licentiousness is a tyranny as inconsistent with freedom and as destructive of the common rights of mankind, as is the arbitrary sway of an enthroned despot. And those, who wish to call themselves truly free, have to guard, with equal vigilance, against the one and the other.” The preservation of liberty — well-regulated liberty — meant steering a course between arbitrary power and licentiousness. The core right essential to this scheme of ordered liberty was the right of people to enact laws to promote the common good. Recovering this lost language of 18th-century rights, including the
conception of liberty and regulation that shaped American law in the era of the Second Amendment, is essential if Heller’s originalist framework is to remain true to founding era understandings.\textsuperscript{42}

### The People’s Right to Regulate Their Internal Police: The Foundation of All Other Rights

The notion of a police right — a right of the people to regulate their internal police — was pervasive in the era of the American Revolution and the Second Amendment. Modern American legal theory does not frame issues of police in the same capacious terms as the founding generation. Indeed, the dominant mode of analyzing this concept is not with the language of rights at all but with the language of power, specifically the police power. Scholars of the police power typically focus on Reconstruction, particularly on doctrinal developments following the \textit{Slaughterhouse Cases}.\textsuperscript{43} Focusing on this era inevitably obscures the early American origins of the idea of police — especially the founding era’s rights-based conception of police, a concept that was itself grounded in the idea of popular sovereignty.

A new body of legal scholarship on the early republic has recast the history of the police power by reconfiguring the idea of police as a rights-based legal construct that was tied to Revolutionary theories of popular sovereignty. This rights-based discourse was eventually overshadowed by an early version of the modern view of police power. Thus, the idea of a judicially monitored police power was not rooted in founding era constitutionalism at all, but only emerged gradually as part of an expansion of judicial power beginning with the Marshall Court.\textsuperscript{44}

One of the best expositions of the earlier vision of police rights occurred in the first state constitutions.\textsuperscript{45} The 1776 Pennsylvania Constitution, the first document to assert a right to bear arms, preceded that right by affirming a more elemental one: “That the people of this State have the sole, exclusive and inherent right of governing and regulating the internal police of the same.”\textsuperscript{46} The legal concept of “police” — the power of the people, acting through their government, to enact and enforce laws to protect public health, safety, and welfare — was first conceptualized in Anglo-American law by Scottish moral and legal theorists in the 18th century.\textsuperscript{47} The concept was elaborated by Sir William Blackstone in his influential \textit{Commentaries on the Laws of England}.\textsuperscript{48} By the era of the American Revolution, the concept had become foundational to virtually every feature of Anglo-American law and was included in many of the early state constitutions drafted after the American Revolution.

The 18th-century language of police was primarily a language about the right of legislatures to enact laws to promote public welfare. Indeed, recent corpus linguistics evidence about the use of the phrase “right of the people” has underscored this fact by demonstrating that the phrase more often articulated a collective conception of rights and not a highly individualistic one.\textsuperscript{49} Although Heller clearly rejected a collective rights reading of the Second Amendment, it did not reckon with the most important founding era right: the right of the people to regulate their internal police. This right was an individual right of citizens, but it was exercised collectively by the people.

Although the rise of a judicial discourse about the police power grew in the 19th century, it did not entirely eradicate the founding era’s legislative-based language of the people’s right to regulate their internal police. Moreover, the phrase “internal police” had already become common, particularly in state laws establishing towns and defining the scope of their legislative authority.\textsuperscript{50} In his classic study of the police power, Ernst Freund noted that the term “police” became widespread in legislative compilations published during the period of legal codification in the late 1820s.\textsuperscript{51} The term “police” continued to be used in various statutes and local
ordinances, but it is indisputable that a slow process of judicializing the concept of police gained traction in American law. The Marshall and Taney Courts facilitated this process, which was aided by state court judges. By the middle of the antebellum era, the concept of state police power had been refined and elaborated by leading jurists and legal theorists.\textsuperscript{52}

The application of the police power to firearms and ammunition was singled out as the locus classicus of state police power by Chief Justice John Marshall in \textit{Brown v. Maryland} (1827).\textsuperscript{53} Massachusetts judge Lemuel Shaw, one of the most celebrated state jurists of the pre–Civil War era, elaborated this point in his influential opinion in \textit{Commonwealth v. Alger} (1851), a decision that became a foundational text for lawyers, judges, and legislators looking for guidance on the meaning and scope of the police power.\textsuperscript{54} Shaw described the police power in the following manner:

\begin{quote}
[T]he power vested in the legislature by the constitution, to make, ordain and establish all manner of wholesome and reasonable laws, statutes and ordinances, either with penalties or without, not repugnant to the constitution, as they shall judge to be for the good and welfare of the commonwealth, and of the subjects of the same. It is much easier to perceive and realize the existence and sources of this power, than to mark its boundaries, or prescribe limits to its exercise. There are many cases in which such a power is exercised by all well ordered governments, and where its fitness is so obvious, that all well regulated minds will regard it as reasonable. Such are the laws to prohibit the use of warehouses for the storage of gunpowder.\textsuperscript{55}
\end{quote}

Indeed, the scope of government power to regulate, prohibit, and inspect gunpowder has been among the most far-reaching of any exercise of the police power throughout American history. The many ordinances authorizing local government officials to search for gunpowder illustrate the scope of this authority.\textsuperscript{56}

By the start of the Civil War, a strong consensus in American law had emerged on the broad scope of the police power.\textsuperscript{57} Francis Lieber, a leading commentator on American politics and law in the 19th century, described its role in Anglo-American law in lucid terms: the 1836 edition of the \textit{Encyclopædia Americana} asserted that police, “in the common acceptation of the word, in the United States and England, is applied to the municipal rules, institutions, and officers provided for maintaining order, cleanliness &c.”\textsuperscript{58} The dominant mode of discussing police had been largely recast as a power rather than a right by mid-century.

No jurisdiction enumerated the full contours of the police power in a single text or in a single statute or ordinance. Rather, it was well understood that the exercise of this power would need to adapt to changing circumstances and new challenges as they emerged.\textsuperscript{59} This conception of law was familiar to most early American lawyers and judges who had been schooled in common law modes of thinking and analysis.\textsuperscript{60} Throughout the long arc of Anglo-American legal history, government applications of the police power were marked by flexibility, allowing local communities and states to adapt to changing circumstances and craft appropriate legislation to deal with the shifting challenges they faced.\textsuperscript{61} This long-standing tradition of using the police power authority to adopt specific laws to meet shifting challenges has continued to the present day.\textsuperscript{62}

This vision of the police power was articulated forcefully by the Supreme Court in the \textit{License Cases} when Justice John McLean wrote this about the scope of state police power:

\begin{quote}
“It is not susceptible of an exact limitation but must be exercised under the changing exigencies of society. In the progress of population, of wealth, and of civilization, new and vicious indulgences
spring up, which require restraints that can only be imposed by new legislative power. When this power shall be exerted, how far it shall be carried, and where it shall cease, must mainly depend upon the evil to be remedied.”

The police power — the right of the people to regulate themselves — was dynamic, adapting to the changing needs of American society.

**State v. Reid: The Police Power, Balancing, and Purposive Carry in Antebellum Southern Jurisprudence**

*Heller* never addresses the police power and its centrality to early American rights theory or antebellum jurisprudence. The omission is striking because *Heller* does devote considerable attention to antebellum southern cases addressing the issue of public carry, and this body of law was strongly influenced by police power jurisprudence. One of those cases, *State v. Reid* (1840), is often cited in the modern Second Amendment debate because of its robust formulation of the right to keep and bear arms. What has not drawn much judicial or scholarly notice is the way the case uses antebellum police power jurisprudence to address the meaning and scope of the right to keep and bear arms.

The *Reid* court observed that the state’s concealed carry prohibition was a legitimate exercise of police power authority. “The terms in which this provision is phrased,” the court noted, “leave with the Legislature the authority to adopt such regulations of police, as may be dictated by the safety of the people and the advancement of public morals.” Having framed the issue before as a classic example of police power jurisprudence, the court went on to explain its understanding of how the concept of judicial review related to the proper functioning of the police power. In contrast to Justice Scalia’s anti-balancing model, the *Reid* court defended a theory of judicial humility, one far closer in spirit to the founding era’s vision of judicial review.

Deference to the legislature was the default rule for the *Reid* court even in cases where a law might conflict with a constitutional provision. “But let it be conceded that it is doubtful, whether the statute does not come in collision with the constitution, yet it is our duty to maintain its validity.” The *Reid* court stressed that any responsible judicial body ought to take cognizance of the fact that the law had “received the assent of the two houses of the General Assembly and the Governor.” Given these facts, it was vital for the court to act with some deference to the legislature. The court did not suggest abdicating its role and allowing legislatures to run roughshod over the Constitution. Judicial restraint was the appropriate stance in cases in which an alleged constitutional violation fell in a grey zone wherein reasonable jurists might disagree over the legality of the statute. “Before the judiciary can with propriety declare an act of the Legislature unconstitutional,” the court asserted, “a case should be presented in which there is no rational doubt.” In other words, short of incontrovertible evidence of a clear conflict, courts ought to defer to legislatures. Moreover, the *Reid* court took notice that other southern courts had divided on the constitutionality of restrictions on public carry. In the absence of a judicial consensus, courts ought to tread lightly before striking down laws. In this regard, the *Reid* court also showed far greater judicial modesty than the *Heller* Court. Justice Scalia made no effort to acknowledge this judicial split over the issue of public carry in the antebellum case law; rather than address this division, he simply dismissed the views of any judges who took a different view of the issue than the one he
advanced. Thus, Scalia effectively erased half the antebellum judicial record, an act of judicial arrogance that has few matches in American constitutional law.69

Although Heller seems to suggest that balancing is impermissible because of history, neither founding era constitutional thought nor the antebellum jurisprudence that Justice Scalia selectively quoted supports such a conclusion. In fact, both periods support the opposite conclusion: a type of legislative balancing is hardwired into the founding era’s conception of the police right, and equally central to antebellum police power jurisprudence. Heller got both parts of this history wrong, and in this regard its purported model of originalism is itself profoundly un-originalist.

Reid offers another cautionary tale for post-Heller Second Amendment law. Modern champions of a robust right to carry arms openly in public insist that this right is permissive in nature. The notion that one ought to have a reason to carry, they argue, is inconsistent with the very concept of a fundamental right. Once again, this claim has little foundation in founding era law or in the antebellum jurisprudence so central to Heller. In fact, such a view would have required repudiating the Enlightenment foundations for much of early American legal culture.70 In short, reasonableness has always been a defining feature of the right to carry arms in public under American law.

The facts of Reid underscore this important point that has gone unnoticed in post-Heller scholarship and jurisprudence. The case involved a sheriff who carried a concealed pistol in violation of the state’s prohibition on public carry of arms. The fact that a peace officer was prosecuted for carrying a weapon might seem surprising given the libertarian cast of modern gun rights culture. But the decision makes perfect sense if one roots it in the evolving common law understanding of the limits on public carry inherited from English law. “If the emergency is pressing,” the Reid court declared, “there can be no necessity of concealing the weapon, and if the threatened violence will allow of it, the individual may be arrested and constrained to find surieties to keep the peace, or committed to jail.”71 The Reid court rejected the idea of permissive public carry. Instead, the decision asserted a much narrower vision of purposive open carry: total bans on concealed carry were unproblematic; open carry was permissible, but only if there was a legitimate reason to travel armed. A specific purpose, including a specific and imminent threat, could justify the decision to arm in public, but absent such a reason, open carry in public remained a threat to the peace. Moreover, the sheriff-defendant in Reid, the court reasoned, was only entitled to carry openly when the common law methods of surety available to him as a peace officer were deemed to be insufficient to protect him and maintain the peace. The state could not categorically ban open carry, but it could limit and punish those who carried without good cause.

State v. Huntley (1843), another favorite case of modern gun rights advocates, also supports the idea of purposive carry and rejects the idea of permissive open carry.72 Huntley marked a clear break from the traditional common law limits on armed travel in public. It represented a distinctive southern strain of an evolving American legal tradition in firearms regulation.73 Yet even this case drew a sharp distinction between purposive carry and permissive carry. In Huntley, the court wrote:

No man amongst us carries it [a pistol] about with him, as one of his every day accoutrements — as a part of his dress — and never we trust will the day come when any deadly weapon will be worn or wielded in our peace loving and law-abiding State, as an appendage of manly equipment. But although a gun is an “unusual weapon,” it is to be remembered that the carrying of a gun per se constitutes no offence. For any lawful purpose — either of business or amusement — the citizen is at perfect liberty to carry his gun.74
Carrying weapons for a purpose openly was protected; carrying weapons with no specific purpose was not. The phrase “business or amusement” was not synonymous with carrying a weapon every day as one might carry a watch; the decision to public carry had to be grounded in a specific reason. Thus, in one of the most expansive defenses of gun rights in the antebellum South — the region of the new nation with the most tolerant view of public carry — the right protected was purposive in nature and not permissive. Lawful purpose in this case was defined as a specific activity that merited being armed: hunting, target practice, traveling, or self-defense in response to a clear and specific threat.

The Police Power in the Era of the Fourteenth Amendment: Defending Gun Regulation and Protecting the Public Sphere

The legal consensus that states enjoyed broad authority to regulate guns and gunpowder under the police power not only survived the Civil War but as a concept flourished during Reconstruction. A wave of state constitution-making also accompanied Reconstruction, and the notion of police power authority to regulate arms carry in public was expressly written into many of the constitutions drafted during the period. Virtually all of the new constitutions drafted and ratified during Reconstruction in southern states and a number of those adopted in the newly admitted western states used a formulation of the right to bear arms that explicitly recognized the right to regulate firearms, particularly public carry.

Idaho’s formulation of the right to regulate was among the most robust: “The people have the right to bear arms for their security and defense; but the legislature shall regulate the exercise of this right by law.” Another popular formulation of the right to keep and bear arms adopted during this period focused on the people’s right to regulate public carry. Prior to the Civil War, Georgia’s courts had carved out one of the most expansive rights to carry arms in public. The new constitution drafted during Reconstruction stepped back from this earlier libertarian conception and reaffirmed the state’s broad police power to regulate arms, especially arms carried in public: “The right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed; but the general assembly shall have power to prescribe by law the manner in which arms may be borne.”

Christopher G. Tiedeman, one of the era’s leading legal commentators and a critic of an expansive conception of the police power, conceded that the “police power of the State extends to the protection of the lives, limbs, health, comfort and quiet of all persons, and the protection of all property within the State.” Thus, even those who were concerned about possible government overreach in this period nonetheless accepted that in matters of public safety the police power was considerable.

Reconstruction witnessed an intensification of firearms regulation. Republicans sought to protect the rights of African Americans to bear arms, but this commitment did not diminish their equally ardent desire to enact strong racially neutral regulations aimed at promoting public safety, especially firearms regulations. The Republicans who wrote the Fourteenth Amendment were among the most ardent champions of state police power. As heirs to the antebellum Whig vision of a well-regulated society, Reconstruction era Republicans used government power aggressively to protect the rights of recently freed slaves and to promote their vision of ordered liberty.

State police power was not diminished by the Fourteenth Amendment. The author of section one of the Fourteenth Amendment, John Bingham, expressly affirmed this point during the public campaign to ratify the
amendment, assuring Ohioans in Cincinnati that the states would continue to be responsible for all issues of “local administration and personal security.” As long as laws were racially neutral and favored no person over any other, the states were free to enact whatever reasonable measures were necessary to promote public safety and the common good. In fact, the passage of such laws was deemed vital to address the threat posed by white supremacist paramilitary violence in many parts of the South.

John Norton Pomeroy, the distinguished constitutional commentator from this era, captured this understanding of police power in his influential treatise written during this period, commenting that when the Second Amendment was interpreted with its “intent and design” in view, the right to keep and bear arms was not a barrier to the state’s authority to regulate or limit persons from “carrying dangerous or concealed weapons.” Events on the ground in many areas of the reconstructed South made it more urgent to exercise this power to restore order and protect the lives of free persons.

Texas offers some of the best evidence of the scope of regulation envisioned by Republicans during Reconstruction. To preserve the peace, it was necessary to restrict the permissive carry of weapons. Hence, this Texas statute:

Any person carrying on or about his person, saddle, or in his saddle-bags, any pistol, dirk, dagger, slung-shot, sword-cane, spear, brass-knuckles, bowie-knife, or any other kind of knife manufactured or sold for the purpose of offense or defense, unless he has reasonable grounds for fearing an unlawful attack on his person, and that such ground of attack shall be immediate and pressing; or unless having or carrying the same on or about his person for the lawful defense the state, as a militiaman in actual service, or as a peace officer or policeman, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall, for the first offense, be punished by fine of not less than twenty-five nor more than one hundred dollars, and shall forfeit to the county the weapon or weapons so found on or about his person.

Restrictions also prohibited guns in locations deemed to be essential to public or civic life. Thus, Texas specifically criminalized carrying weapons on election day or near a polling place:

It shall be unlawful for any person to carry any gun, pistol, bowie knife, or other dangerous weapon, concealed or unconcealed, on any day of election, during the hours the polls are open, within a distance of one half mile of any place of election. . . . Any person violating the provisions of this section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction shall be punished by a fine of not less than one hundred dollars, and by imprisonment in the county jail for not less than one month: Provided, that the provisions of this section shall not apply to any officer of the election, police officer, or other person authorized to preserve the peace on the days of election.

Finally, Texas enacted enhanced protections for public safety aimed at limiting the ability of paramilitary groups to intimidate free persons or Republicans by requiring express consent from property owners to carry weapons on private property:

It shall not be lawful for any person or persons to carry firearms on the enclosed premises or plantation of any citizen, without the consent of the owner or proprietor, other than in the lawful discharge of a civil or military duty, and any person or persons so offending shall be fined a sum not less than one nor more than ten dollars, or imprisonment in the county jail not less than ten days, or both, in the discretion of the court or jury before whom the trial is had.
The necessity of demilitarizing the public sphere and restoring the peace led states to experiment with a range of legal mechanisms to address the problem of gun violence. The regulation of firearms during Reconstruction was not a novel application of the police power but simply an example of the continuing importance of this legal concept to American law. The flexibility of the police power meant that states and localities were able to adapt to changing circumstances and deal with the threats to public order they encountered during Reconstruction.85

Conclusion

Heller’s judicial reasoning and evidence have been savaged by critics from across the ideological spectrum.86 Much of this criticism has focused on specific historical errors and jurisprudential claims not properly grounded in history, text, and tradition. Far less attention has been devoted to the opinion’s profoundly anachronistic assumptions about the nature of rights themselves. Similarly, examinations of Heller have not addressed the decision’s failure to recognize the centrality of an expansive view of state police power both in the founding era and in the southern antebellum case law that Heller claims is dispositive of the “original meaning” of the Second Amendment.” Finally, Heller’s rejection of interest balancing rests on a decidedly modern, not originalist, conception of the proper role of judicial review in firearms regulation.87

Despite its pretenses to be an originalist decision, Heller jumps back and forth across time, melding, conflating, and confusing founding era legal doctrines with modern legal theories at odds with early American law. Rather than take regulation out of the hands of the legislature as Justice Scalia suggests, the founding generation expected that states would continue to use their police powers in an active manner to regulate firearms. Even if one sets the founding era’s views aside and instead focuses on the antebellum slave-owning jurists that Heller treats as oracular, these jurists were part of an antebellum jurisprudential tradition that conceptualized the police power in expansive terms. Judges in this period also viewed judicial review as an awesome exercise to be used sparingly in cases that were clear and beyond contention. This approach included decisions involving gun regulation. Justice Scalia’s legal logic seems hard to reconcile with the views of the judges he claimed supported his view of the scope of the right to keep and bear arms.

There is no originalist foundation for Heller’s failure to grapple with the police power or with Scalia’s outsized vision of judicial review of state firearms laws. Heller’s doctrine finds no support in founding era law or close reading of the antebellum southern case law. Nor did the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment change the legal scope of state police power elaborated by pre–Civil War judges. Heller’s vision of the police power is a product of the modern rights revolution. It is a belated attempt to smuggle gun rights into the Warren Court’s broad reframing of American constitutional law. Heller reflects Justice Black’s views of the First Amendment, not James Madison’s views of the Second.

There is nothing inherently wrong with adopting a living constitutional approach, but it can hardly be defended on originalist grounds. To do so not only does great violence to the historical record but also erodes confidence in the law and undermines the Supreme Court’s authority. Advancing a living constitutional argument dressed up in a tricorn hat and proclaiming that Heller is a triumph of a neutral originalist methodology is a sham. Few law professors, jurists, or lawyers outside the ranks of the Federalist Society would find such a claim tenable, given the mountains of evidence amassed in the past decade and the outpouring of scholarship since Heller was decided.88 Rather than serving as a model of originalist neutrality, Heller has become a major intellectual blemish, a serious obstacle to originalism’s acceptance as an impartial methodology.89
A genuinely historical treatment of founding era rights theory — including the right to keep and bear arms — provides scant support for *Heller*’s dismissal of the right of the people to regulate their internal police in the case of firearms. Nor does the antebellum southern case law *Heller* highlights as the key to unlocking the meaning of the Second Amendment support such a claim. Reconstruction did not change these basic facts. If one applies *Heller*’s professed methodology neutrally, and Justice Scalia was correct that rights are entrenched with the scope that they had when constitutionalized, then the right of the people to regulate their own police, including firearms, must be treated with the same originalist reverence. Judges, including originalist judges, must recognize the awesome power of the people — including the right to regulate arms. When originalism is applied in a rigorous and disinterested fashion, it presents supporters of *Heller* with an uncomfortable choice: originalists must abandon either *Heller*’s holding or its methodology. It is no longer possible to support both positions and still claim that originalism is a neutral interpretive methodology.
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